
INTEGRITY 
@WERQ

What is the state of your organisation’s 
ethical culture, climate and leadership?

How strong are your processes for 
responding to wrongdoing concerns?

How can your experience help improve 
governance standards and regulation for 
public interest whistleblowing – here and 
around the world?



Integrity@WERQ is a research and benchmarking package to help any organisation measure 
the strength of its ethical culture, climate, leadership, and processes for responding to 
wrongdoing concerns from staff – whether your organisation is public, private or not-for-profit, 
big or small, and operating in one jurisdiction or many.

This unique set of governance diagnostics was created to collect world-leading data on how organisations and 
their leaders currently respond to staff reporting of wrongdoing as part of the major collaborative research project, 
Whistling While They Work 2.

Led by Griffith University, Whistling While They Work 2 brings together leading experts from the Australian National 
University, University of Sydney, Victoria University of Wellington (New Zealand) and international advisors from 
University of Greenwich and Middlesex University (United Kingdom), Georgetown University and University of 
Nebraska (United States).

The research is supported by the Australian Research Council and 23 partner organisations to date including the 
Australian Securities and Investments Commission, CPA Australia, Australian Institute of Company Directors, and the 
Ombudsmen and/or other leading integrity agencies of every Australian and New Zealand jurisdiction. 

This booklet outlines how your company or agency can participate, and help researchers, stakeholder groups and 
governments identify best practice solutions to some of the biggest challenges of organisational governance.

But just as importantly, Integrity@WERQ offers you the chance to find out

 • how you compare

 • if your standards and processes are improving over time; and

 • which areas to focus on, to ensure your responses to integrity challenges are strong and effective.

Join us in this vital endeavour.

whistlingwhiletheywork.edu.au       integrityatwerq.edu.au

© Griffith University 2017
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John Price 
Commissioner, Australian Securities & Investments Commission

Integrity@WERQ is important for the whole of corporate Australia -- as Australia’s 

corporate regulator we encourage business and industry to get involved. 

Companies need to know if things are going wrong, and importantly, learn 

how you can better build integrity, ethics and compliance into your systems to 

minimise the possibility of that ever happening. 

John Brogden 
CEO, Australian Institute of Company Directors

Strong governance includes robust protections for whistleblowers. 
By participating in this research, your company can find out how your 
whistleblowing policies compare and ensure they are working for you, 
while providing vital information to help lift the standard of whistleblowing 
frameworks across Australia.



INTEGRITY@WERQ – 
A UNIQUE OPPORTUNITY

In today’s world, nothing is more rewarding than leading an organisation or a workplace 
to successfully deliver on its mission – providing high quality services and outcomes for its 
clients, customers, stakeholders and shareholders, including wider society.

But ensuring this success is socially responsible, and 
achieved with high standards of business and public 
integrity, does not happen by accident. All organisations 
face the challenge of ensuring governance and 
management processes meet expectations of clients, 
society and staff and that the company or agency has, 
and lives out, a positive and healthy ethical culture. 

Integrity@WERQ measures key elements of the state of 
ethical culture, climate and leadership in any organisation. 
But it does so with a unique twist – by also measuring in 
detail, the experience of your staff and management with 
how real-life wrongdoing concerns are dealt with in your 
organisation, or would be if they arise.

The main instrument for this measurement is an online 
survey, Griffith University’s Workplace Experiences & 
Relationships Questionnaire (hence, WERQ).

WERQ is a survey for everyone in the organisation. Its 
matching versions gather all the key perspectives for 
judging what is really going on – from senior and frontline 
managers, employees and other workers including 
volunteers, people working in governance roles, and where 
relevant, non-executive directors and other members of 
oversight boards, commissions or councils.

LOW RES IMAGE 
PLEASE RESUPPLY

Where the rubber hits the road…
Ethical culture, climate and leadership can be measured 
in general, in any organisation. So can job satisfaction 
and other elements of workplace and organisational 
health. WERQ does, or can, measure all of these things.

But few things are as important to an organisation’s 
integrity as whether its own people are alert to the risks 
of things going wrong. And whether they are confident 
to speak up, to whoever is best placed to resolve or 
take action in response to their concerns.

Nothing tests an organisation’s capacity to deal with 
integrity challenges like how it responds when its 
people do speak up. Research and practice show how 
vital staff are to the identification of problems and risks, 
and how crucial they can be as an early warning – if 
heeded and supported in this role.

Time and again, for organisations pursuing a good 
culture and high levels of compliance, we know the 
rubber really hits the road when confronted with these 
real-life challenges.

We also know employees will give the fullest account 
of how these tests are being met, if their answers are 
collected by independent University researchers, and 
help inform solutions for society as a whole – not just 
their own employer.

Integrity@WERQ project team speaks to 
Parliamentary Joint Committee on Corporations 
and Financial Services whistleblowing inquiry, 
Brisbane, February 20172 |



John McMillan AO 
Acting New South Wales Ombudsman; former Commonwealth  
Ombudsman and Australian Information Commissioner 

Every organisation committed to public integrity and accountability must 
encourage and act on whistleblowing disclosures about their work. This research-
based approach is the best way to establish if organisations – public and private 
– reflect this commitment in their whistleblowing policies and practices.

Designing the best laws and  
governance standards
Processes for acting on staff wrongdoing concerns, 
or ‘whistleblowing’, are also a crucial part of today’s 
fast-changing landscape of governance improvement, 
compliance and regulation.

Internationally, all countries across the OECD 
and beyond have been introducing or upgrading 
whistleblower protection laws since G20 leaders made 
this a priority in 2010.

Australian-led and based, Integrity@WERQ and the 
Whistling While They Work 2 project flow from previous 
research into how whistleblowing actually works across 
the Australian public sector. We evaluated existing 
whistleblowing laws (some dating from as early 1993) and 
informed the design of new regimes like those of the 
Australian Capital Territory (2012) and federally (2013).

Most recently, the Australian Government committed 
in November 2016 to overhauling whistleblower 
protections across the corporate and not-for-profit 
sectors. Our team members were directly involved in 
this decision, and our results will continue to inform 
how these changes are designed and implemented 
– including through the major inquiry by Australia’s 
Parliamentary Joint Committee on Corporations and 
Financial Services.

What should the new minimum standards be, for 
ensuring organisations have effective whistleblowing 
processes? How can they best be integrated with your 
other governance processes?

Integrity@WERQ is an opportunity not only to learn, 
confidentially, how your own organisation compares, 
but also contribute your experience towards answering 
these questions.

At time of writing, three research leaders from  
Integrity@WERQ, and many of its partners, are on 
Standards Australia’s technical committee (QR-17) – 
working with the International Standards Organisation 
to produce new principles for these vital issues of 
organisational governance.

One of our key international advisors, Dr Wim 
Vandekerchove of the University of Greenwich, is 
convenor of the corresponding International Standards 
Organisation (ISO) working group.

Now is the time for organisations to provide evidence 
to ensure these reforms hit their mark. Your experience 
can help identify which key factors workplace leaders 
really need to address, and which make the difference, in 
ensuring more effective responses to integrity challenges.

But we also want to help you. The same data collected 
by Integrity@WERQ offers your organisation the chance 
to find out, confidentially, how your own processes are 
performing relative to other organisations – for achieving 
desired standards of ethical culture and leadership, 
managing wrongdoing and whistleblowing, and 
implementing new or changed standards into the future.
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THE POWER OF GOOD RESEARCH

Integrity@WERQ is the main phase of the 
collaborative research project, Whistling 

While They Work 2: Improving managerial 

responses to whistleblowing in public and 

private sector organisations (2016–2018).

This partnership between Griffith University, Australian 
National University, University of Sydney and Victoria 
University of Wellington (New Zealand) is also supported 
by 23 partner organisations including the Australian 
Securities and Investments Commission, CPA Australia, 
Australian Institute of Company Directors, and the 
Ombudsmen and/or other leading integrity agencies of 
every Australian and New Zealand jurisdiction.

The project is funded by the Australian Research 
Council through its Linkage Project* scheme – building 
on the ARC Linkage Project, Whistling While They Work 
(2005–2009), which fielded the original Workplace 
Experiences & Relationships Questionnaire (WERQ) 
across 118 public agencies from four Australian 
jurisdictions including federal government.

Already, Whistling While They Work 2 has collected 
data on the processes and procedures of over 700 
organisations from Australia and New Zealand – as 
detailed on page 8.

We are the first project, internationally, to develop a 
research approach allowing direct comparison between:

 • Public, private and not-for-profit sector responses 
to integrity and whistleblowing issues

 • Organisations of any size, greater than 10 
employees; and

 • Organisations in any industry or jurisdiction 
(country, state/province, etc).

We have worked with members of the International 
Whistleblowing Research Network to advance this 
approach, including our advisors from the United 
Kingdom (University of Greenwich, Middlesex University) 
and the United States (Georgetown University, 
University of Nebraska). A full list of our team and 
partners is on our project site.

The power of the approach also comes from 
broadening previous research on wrongdoing reporting, 
which is often focused on reporting behaviour and 
outcomes as experienced by reporters (whistleblowers). 
As well as this, our research seeks to identify:

 • The experiences and attitudes of the entire organisation 
with respect to internal reporting – especially managers, 
and including beneficial outcomes,

 • Strengths and weaknesses in organisational and 
managerial responses to reporting, and

 • The key factors contributing to those stronger or 
weaker responses, including key aspects of ethical 
culture, climate and leadership. 

Often, research of this kind is only conducted in a single 
organisation, or reported in aggregate, with participating 
organisations left to themselves to apply the general 
academic findings. Integrity@WERQ is different. 
Because many organisations are involved, we can offer 
customised and confidential analyses – on how your 
culture, climate and processes are functioning within the 
organisation and compare with others. The rest of this 
booklet explains how.

Louise Davidson 
Australian Council of Superannuation Investors 

Whistleblowing systems are an effective way for organisations to find out 
when the wrong things are going on; they give management and boards 
an opportunity to fix problems early that might otherwise fester. I urge your 
organisation to participate in this world-class research so we can improve 
our understanding of best practice.

4 |



* Along with the partner organisations, the research team acknowledges the major support of 
the Australian Research Council through Linkage Project LP150100386: ‘Protecting While They 
Prosper? Organisational Responses to Whistleblowing’. Views expressed are those of the authors 
and not necessarily those of the Australian Government, Australian Research Council or the partner 
organisations, unless expressly indicated.

Partner organisations

Supporter organisations
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Customised analyses of how your organisation compares

1.0 How strong are your whistleblowing processes?

The strength of your organisation’s processes for responding to integrity and wrongdoing concerns, as measured 
by our first stage Survey of Processes & Procedures, scored on three dimensions:

1. Advice, awareness & training

2. Reporting & investigation processes

3. Risk assessment, support & protection.

2.0 Integrity, culture & responses to wrongdoing in your organisation

Your WERQ survey results in 8 key areas, including our 6 indicators of process performance (3–8):

1. Key aspects of your organisation’s ethical culture and climate

2. Standard of ethical leadership in your organisation

3. Awareness and knowledge of your reporting / ‘speak up’ processes

4. Staff trust and confidence in your organisation’s responsiveness to concerns

5. Recent/current levels of reporting, silence or other action in response to actual wrongdoing concerns  
in your organisation

6. Investigation rates and outcomes for internally reported concerns

7. Quality of responses to internally reported wrongdoing

8. Support, treatment and welfare of staff who have raised wrongdoing concerns.

3.0 How are your processes performing?

How your reporting or ‘speak up’ processes are performing when compared to the 6 indicators of process 
performance mentioned above – by examining the relationships between the relative strength of your processes, 
and the impacts and outcomes actually experienced by managers and staff (WERQ).

4.0 Strengthening your processes – where to focus?

Examining key factors that may further explain your organisation’s ratings on the 6 Integrity@WERQ indicators of 
process performance – allowing you to identify which factors might be the most important for you to address:

1. Aspects of ethical culture and/or climate

2. Standard of ethical leadership

3. Other managerial skills and attributes (e.g. people orientation, moral self-efficacy)

4. Levels of compassion / responsibility towards staff who raise concerns

5. Managerial knowledge and training

6. Employment conditions and factors (e.g. workload, job satisfaction, turnover intentions)

7. Other organisational conditions or pressures

Participation in the Whistling While They 
Work 2 project, including Integrity@WERQ, 
is free. General findings, lessons and 
recommendations for best practice arising from 
the research as a whole are also available for 
free to all participating organisations.

HOW THE RESEARCH CAN

HELP YOUR ORGANISATION

As an organisation participating in Integrity@WERQ, you 
can also get the full benefits by requesting a customised 
report, specific to your organisation, setting out your 
results on any or all of the issues below – including 
how you compare. The following pages provide more 
information on these analyses, including how to order 
them and relevant terms and conditions.
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1.0  HOW STRONG ARE YOUR  
WHISTLEBLOWING PROCESSES?

The analyses are available for any organisation who 
participated, or wishes to participate, simply in the first 
stage of the research – the Survey of Organisational 
Processes & Procedures.

These results give you a first snapshot of how your 
processes for responding to staff wrongdoing concerns 
compare with hundreds of other organisations.

Our first stage survey collected data from more than 
700 organisations between April and August 2016. 
You may already be one of them, or you might want 
to take the survey for the first time. The Survey of 
Organisational Processes & Procedures is completed 
by a senior manager with sufficient knowledge and 
authority to describe the organisation’s processes,  
once per organisation.

Our measures were developed in light of international 
research on key elements of leading processes, 
including Whistling While They Work 1, the former 
Australian Standard, and more recent British and 
Canadian standards and guides. The survey was 
designed in consultation with our partners including 
Australian and New Zealand regulatory, integrity and 
professional bodies.

Already, we know many organisations (89% of our first 
wave of organisations) have formal whistleblowing 
procedures or policies. The vast majority also 
have processes – formal or informal – for taking 
investigation or management action, and most make 
at least some support available to staff who raise 
concerns – at least sometimes.

But every organisation is different. Our analyses use 10 
survey items to measure key elements that we know 
make the difference between weaker, average and 
stronger processes. Together, the scores allow you to 
assess issues such as:

 • Are advice and/or training provided proactively to 
staff, or only reactively?

 • How ready are you to track, manage and respond to 
concerns, if raised?

 • Are processes in place for anticipating detrimental 
impacts for staff who speak up, and for stepping 
up the support and solutions needed to meet 
these challenges?

Dr Eva Tsahuridu 
Professional Standards and Governance Policy Adviser, CPA Australia

Today, professionals and managers in all types of organisations 
face increasing pressures and challenges. This research helps your 
organisation know how to use your best human systems – your own staff 
and people – to help identify and manage risk, and, by speaking up, to help 
protect the interests of the organisation, clients and the general community.

Available analyses:
The strength of your organisation’s processes for responding to integrity and wrongdoing concerns, as measured 
by our first stage Survey of Processes & Procedures, scored on three dimensions:

1. Advice, awareness & training
2. Reporting & investigation processes
3. Risk assessment, support & protection.

PLUS how your organisation’s scores compare against three benchmarks:

 • The scores of all organisations participating in the research

 • All organisations of similar size, and/or

 • All organisations in the most relevant jurisdiction or industry sector.
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Key references

British Standards Institute (2008). Whistleblowing arrangements code of practice. London.

Canadian Standards Association (2016). Whistleblowing systems - A guide. Toronto.

Dixon, O. (2016). Honesty Without Fear? Whistleblower Anti-Retaliation Protections in Corporate Codes of Conduct. Melbourne 
University Law Review 40(1) 168-206.

Hassink, H., de Vries, M., & Bollen, L. (2007). A content analysis of whistleblowing policies of leading European companies. Journal 
of Business Ethics, 75, 25-44.

Pascoe, J., & Welsh, M. (2011), Whistleblowing, ethics and corporate culture: Theory and practice in Australia, Common Law World 
Review. 40: 144-173.

Roberts, P., Brown, A.J., & Olsen, J. (2011). Whistling while they work: A good-practice guide for managing internal reporting of 
wrongdoing in public sector organisations. Canberra ANU E Press.

Standards Australia International (2003). Whistleblower protection program for entities (AS 8004-2003).
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Strength of Wrongdoing Reporting Processes (699 Organisations)
This graph shows the range of scores out of 10 for the strength of whistleblowing processes, on our preliminary 
analysis, among organisations responding to the first stage survey in 2016.

WHERE IS YOUR ORGANISATION ON THESE RANGES? 
HOW DO YOUR PROCESSES SCORE?
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2.0  INTEGRITY, CULTURE AND RESPONSES  
TO WRONGDOING IN YOUR ORGANISATION

culture: clarity of ethical standards according to managers 
and staff; quality of ethical role modelling by senior 
management; and reinforcement of ethical behaviours.

We also measure two key aspects of ethical climate, 
or ‘those aspects of work climate that determine what 
constitutes ethical behaviour at work’ (Victor & Cullen, 
1988, p.101): moral motivations and self-focused (rather 
than other-focused) moral judgment beliefs.

Many factors influence culture and climate in an 
organisation, but none so crucially as leadership. 
Integrity@WERQ measures the qualities of ethical 
leadership using an internationally tested approach. 
For example, we ask managers to self assess their own 
honesty, trustworthiness, fairness and concern for others 
and staff to assess their managers on these qualities.

Together these measures provide organisations with a 
strong basis for tracking and comparing these important 
features of organisational life, and gauging whether 
your strategies for ensuring a strong ethical climate and 
culture are achieving intended results.

The results on these indicators can be made available 
soon after data collection in your organisation is 
complete. You can compare them with previous data 
you hold, or other results over time. Alternatively, 
they can be provided later when all participating 
organisations have completed their data collection, 
along with the benchmarks that show how your results 
compare with the wider Integrity@WERQ data-pool.

____________

Key references

den Hartog, D.N. (2015). Ethical leadership. Annual Review of Organizational Psychology and Organizational Behavior, 2, 409-434.

Kish-Gephart, J. J., Harrison, D.A., & Trevino, L. K. (2010). Bad apples, bad cases, and bad barrels: Meta-analytic evidence about 
sources of unethical decisions at work. Journal of Applied Psychology, 95, 1-31.

Martin, K. D., & Cullen, J. B. (2006). Continuities and extensions of ethical climate theory: A meta-analytic review. Journal of Business 
Ethics, 69, 175-194.

Schaubroeck, J.M., Hannah, S.T., Avolio, B.J., Kozlowski, S.W.J., Lord, R.G., et al. (2012). Embedding ethical leadership within and 
across organizational levels. Academy of Management Journal, 55, 1053-1078.

Trevino, L. K., den Nieuwenboer, & Kish-Gephart, J. J. (2014). (Un)Ethical behaviors in organizations. Annual Review of Psychology, 
65, 635-650. 

Victor, B., & Cullen, J. B. (1988). The organizational bases of ethical work climates. Administrative Science Quarterly, 33, 101-125.

A positive, healthy ethical culture is central to success in 
any modern organisation. As shown by the experience 
of so many companies and agencies, ethical culture 
and climate are basic not only to achieving ‘bottom line’ 
results, but to the integrity of the organisation, and to 
ensuring business addresses and respects the long 
term interests of clients, stakeholders and society.

Integrity starts at the top. Low ethical culture has been 
associated with increased unethical behaviour and a 
reluctance to report wrongdoing to supervisors; while 
ethical leadership and ethical (as opposed to self-
interested) climates are known to positively influence 
employees’ workplace commitment, satisfaction, 
conduct and performance.

Integrity@WERQ gives your organisation the ability to 
monitor and compare key aspects of ethical culture, 
climate and leadership, consistently with established 
international research. In parallel to the data on your 
processes, the Workplace Experiences and Relationships 
Questionnaire (WERQ) collects the perceptions and 
experience of managers and staff throughout the 
organisation, to understand what really happens.

Ethical culture measures the presence and strength 
of organisational systems – formal and informal – that 
positively influence ethical behaviour by signalling to 
employees and managers about ‘the way we do things 
around here’. We measure three key dimensions of 

Available analyses:
Your WERQ survey results in 8 areas, including our 6 indicators of process performance (3–8):

1. Key aspects of your organisation’s ethical culture and climate

2. Standard of ethical leadership in your organisation

3. Awareness and knowledge of your reporting / ‘speak up’ processes

4. Staff trust and confidence in your organisation’s responsiveness to concerns

5. Recent/current levels of reporting, silence or other action in response to actual wrongdoing concerns  
in your organisation

6. Investigation rates and outcomes for internally reported concerns

7. Quality of responses to internally reported wrongdoing

8. Support, treatment and welfare of staff who have raised wrongdoing concerns.
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3.0 HOW ARE YOUR PROCESSES PERFORMING?

It’s crucial to know the state of your organisation in terms 
of its culture, and whether you have basic integrity policies 
and procedures in place. But it’s also vital to know how 
these interact.

This is where Integrity@WERQ helps you evaluate whether 
your key processes are actually working to meet real-life 
integrity challenges – in particular, whether wrongdoing 
concerns perceived by staff and managers in your 
organisation are being aired and appropriately dealt with.

From previous research, we have refined six key indicators 
to allow you to judge the performance of your efforts for 
ensuring that staff speak up. These results are each useful 
in their own right, but together they also form a measure for 
overall evaluation of performance, by seeing whether the 
relative strength of your processes are reflected in tangible 
outcomes.

Some indicators are basic. For example, previous research 
shows that staff awareness of processes for dealing 
with wrongdoing, and trust and confidence in how 
management will respond to reported wrongdoing, are 
strong predictors of whether staff will speak up.

More complex is what actually happens when issues arise.

Our measures offer a snapshot of how your managers and 
employees are responding if they witness or experience 

wrongdoing. It might not be formally reported, but this could 
be because other action is taken, or because others have 
drawn it to attention, signalling healthy processes.

Our questions zero in on the crucial indicator: the inaction 
rate in response to problems. When are staff declining 
to raise concerns even though no-one else has, and no 
other action is being taken? To calculate this, we also 
provide a profile of the types of wrongdoing that have been 
witnessed or experienced, and their seriousness, whether 
reported or unreported.

Other indicators include whether an investigation or other 
action is taken to resolve concerns, when raised and how 
fair staff thought the response was. An obvious but crucial 
measure is the degree to which staff who have raised 
concerns were supported and protected, and how they 
were ultimately treated by managers and the organisation.

Knowing about employees’ internal whistleblowing 
experiences provides important insights into the 
effectiveness of your processes. Our survey gather these 
insights not only from reporters, but all types of staff, so 
as to triangulate employee results with the experience of 
managers and governance professionals. It’s also the first 
survey to get staff insights from another crucial perspective 
— what happened when people other than themselves 
raised or dealt with concerns.

Available analyses:
How your reporting or ‘speak up’ processes are performing when compared to the 6 indicators of process 
performance mentioned above:

 • Awareness and knowledge of your processes

 • Staff trust and confidence in your organisation’s responsiveness to concerns

 • Recent/current levels of reporting, silence or other action in response to actual wrongdoing concerns  
in your organisation

 • Investigation rates and outcomes for internally reported concerns

 • Quality of responses to internally reported wrongdoing

 • Support, treatment and welfare of staff who have raised wrongdoing concerns.

This is analysed by examining the relationships between the strength of your processes (see ‘1.0. How strong are 
your processes?’) and the impacts and outcomes actually experienced by managers and staff (measured through 
the Workplace Experiences & Relationships Questionnaire).

____________
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Your wrongdoing reporting/inaction rate explained*

Kalshoven, K., den Hartog, D.N., & de Hoogh, A.H.B. (2011). Ethical leadership at work questionnaire (ELW): Development and 
validation of a multidimensional measures. Leadership Quarterly, 22, 51-69.

Mayer, D. M., Nurmohamed, S., Treviño, L. K., Shapiro, D. L., & Schminke, M. (2013). Encouraging employees to report unethical 
conduct internally: It takes a village. Organizational Behavior and Human Decision Processes, 121(1), 89-103.

Miceli, M. P., Near, J. P. & Dworkin, T. (2008). Whistle-blowing in organizations. New York, Routledge.

Olsen, J. (2014). Reporting versus inaction: How much is there, what explains the differences and what to measure, in Brown, A. J., Lewis, D., 
Moberly, R., & Vandekerckhove, W. (2014). International handbook on whistleblowing research. Cheltenham, UK: Edward Elgar.

Vandekerckhove, W., Brown, A. J., & Tsahuridu, E. (2014). Managerial responsiveness to whistleblowing: Expanding the research horizon, 
in Brown, A. J., Lewis, D., Moberly, R., & Vandekerckhove, W. (2014). International handbook on whistleblowing research. Cheltenham, UK: 
Edward Elgar
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“Your organisation faces the same challenges as most, with more than a quarter (28%) of staff indicating they did 
not report serious wrongdoing they had witnessed or experienced, even though no-one else had reported it and 
no other action was taken by them or others. You are clearly doing some things right, because significantly more of 
your staff are prepared to speak up than in most organisations of a similar size, where the average inaction rate is as 
high as 41%. However, your response/reporting levels are still below many others in your industry, less than a fifth of 
whose staff (17%) indicated neither they nor others were prepared to act.”
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4.0.  STRENGTHENING YOUR PROCESSES –  
WHERE TO FOCUS?

Finally, Integrity@WERQ provides a process for helping 
identify where your organisation might most need to 
focus its efforts, to achieve improved outcomes.

A major goal of the research is to identify what factors 
may be making the difference between when the 
organisation responds well to integrity challenges and 
wrongdoing concerns… and when it responds less well. 
Central are the skills and attributes your managers bring 
to these situations, and how well placed they are to deal 
with what can be complex problems.

Alongside the formal and informal processes, our 
research is testing which of a wide range of factors might 
help explain the different quality of outcomes. For your 
organisation, the same analysis can help you focus your 
effort on what might be most important to change. We 
can also give you insights into whether your challenges 
are unique, or also shared by other organisations.

For example, in some organisations, the crucial factor 
lies in the leadership capacities of those in the front 
line. Leadership attributes, including whether individual 
managers have positive attitudes to reporting and moral 
self-efficacy, directly influence the nature of responses.

This analysis marries with other factors such as skills 
for ensuring worker engagement, through specific data 
on people orientation. When dealing with integrity 
challenges and related workplace conflict risks, it can 
be crucial whether managers care about, respect and 
support their employees.

Alternatively, or as well, your results may relate to 
more general factors such as overall ethical culture or 
climate, as discussed earlier. Or, the key factors might 
be more specific and manageable, like the simple level 
of knowledge and training among managers and staff.

Or, your challenges might reflect major external 
pressures on the company or sector, with job overload 
impacting on your managers’ ability to control outcomes 
– even when leadership capacities, skills and processes 
are otherwise strong.

All these are vital to know, because strategies to 
strengthen the organisation’s integrity systems will 
clearly be different depending on the mix of answers. 
This is where we hope the approach will be most useful 
of all.

Analysis available:
Examining key factors that may further explain your organisation’s ratings on the 6 Integrity@WERQ indicators of 
process performance – allowing you to identify which factors might be the most important for you to address:

1. Aspects of ethical culture and/or climate

2. Standard of ethical leadership

3. Other managerial skills and attributes (e.g. people orientation, moral self-efficacy)

4. Levels of compassion / responsibility towards staff who raise concerns

5. Managerial knowledge and training

6. Employment conditions and factors (e.g. workload, job satisfaction, turnover intentions)

7. Other organisational conditions or pressures
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How do you rate? You can find out
Much of the value of Integrity@WERQ lies in being able to benchmark your results against others. Just as we 
won’t reveal your organisation’s identity, we will not tell you who else is involved in the research – but we don’t 
need to, to let you know how your results for 1.0, 2.0 and 4.0 above compare to:

• The same results for all organisations participating in the research

• The results for all organisations of a similar size to yours, and

• All results from the industry sector or jurisdiction most relevant to you – if data permits (that is, provided there are 
other organisations participating from that sector, and there is no risk these results could identify them or you).

Benchmarking is a key approach successful organisations use to improve their processes, and ultimately their 
overall performance. These benchmarks can help you evaluate where your organisation’s results sit, which 
factors you need to improve to bolster your integrity processes, or, if you’re already a leader, which efforts are 
most important to maintain.

Awareness 
of reporting 
processes

Manager... 
Ethical Leadership 
People Orientation Ethical culture 

Ethical climate

Knowledge 
Training

Work Overload 
Job Satisfaction 

Turnover intentions

Manager Moral  
Self-efficacy 

Perceived Responsibility 
towards Reporters... 

Compassion

Staff trust and 
confidence in 
organisational 
responsiveness

Investigation fairness, 
efficiency and adequacy

Investigation rate 
Resolution rate

Provision of support and 
protection to reporter 

Organisational treatment

Wrongdoing  
seriousness  
and types 

Reporting inaction rate
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HOW TO PARTICIPATE

To participate in the current phase of Integrity@WERQ, you should be the authorised 
representative of an organisation with more than 10 employees, based or with significant 
operations in Australia or New Zealand.

If your company or agency is based in another 
country, please get in touch to find out how 
we can help, or when Integrity@WERQ might 
be available in your jurisdiction.

Get involved by:

• Checking our website for the latest 
details on what’s involved in participating, 
including how to order your results if you 
are already participating;

• If you haven’t already done so, complete 
our threshold Survey of Organisational 
Processes & Procedures on behalf of the 
organisation – this will collect important 
basic data, and let you express interest in 
participating further in the full research;

• Email us for additional information, 
including a full copy of the Workplace 
Experiences and Relationships 
Questionnaire (WERQ) and our more 
detailed protocols on what’s entailed.

There is no cost to participate in the 
research. The general findings, lessons 
and overall recommendations will also 
be available for free to all participating 
organisations. The only costs are if you wish 
to order specific, customised results and 
benchmarks pertaining to your organisation.

How is confidentiality protected?
Participation in the project is confidential, with anonymity 
ensured for all participants, including the organisation. 
The specific results for your organisation are confidential 
to you alone. At no stage do we identify which 
organisations have participated in the project, nor their 
individual results, unless with your full prior consent.

The same guarantee of confidentiality is vital to all data 
we collect. Many employees give the fullest account 
of their experience, when completing WERQ, because 
their answers are being collected by independent 
University researchers and helping inform solutions for 
society as a whole – not just their own employer.

For the same reason, we do not provide you with 
raw data we collect from survey respondents in your 
organisation. Only fully de-identified data, which does 
not identify organisations and is incapable of being used 
to identify individual respondents, will ever be released 
outside the Griffith University-based research team.

Our ability to provide specific analyses is always limited 
by data availability. We may not be able to provide you 
with specific analyses if the response rate or number of 
individuals in the analysis are insufficient to guarantee 
that no respondent could be identified, or to provide 
meaningful results. In this event, there will be no cost for 
those analyses.

What is involved for the organisation?
We will email you separate protocols, detailing the 
practicalities. Generally, participation will occur over a 1 
month period, following preparations, and include:

• Notification from the CEO/Managing Director to all 
staff, promoting the project and encouraging survey 
completion, along with other promotional efforts;

• Administration of the online Workplace Experiences 
and Relationships Questionnaire (WERQ) to an 
agreed sample of your staff, officers, managers 
and, where relevant, board members, councillors, 
contractors and volunteers – over an agreed 
period of 3 to 4 weeks;

• Reminder emails to all staff during the data 
collection period;
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• Completion of our separate Survey of Organisational 
Processes and Procedures by a senior manager 
with sufficient authority and knowledge to respond 
on behalf of the organisation. For organisations who 
already completed the threshold survey, there is 
a second questionnaire going into more depth on 
these issues.

The online WERQ survey takes most employees and 
any board members 20 minutes or less to complete; 
and most managers and governance staff approximately 
30 minutes to complete. It is a substantial survey 
requiring appropriate planning and time allowances, to 
yield results.

We will provide communications material to assist you to 
advertise and promote the project.

The larger and more comprehensive the sample of 
staff and managers that participates, the more useful 
the results will be – both in general, and for your 
analyses. Unless this is achieved, then depending 
on organisation size and participation, even normal 
response rates may mean insufficient data to support 
meaningful organisation-level analysis or protect 
respondent anonymity.

We therefore encourage organisations to survey as 
many of their staff as possible – but organisations 
can participate at any level, noting these caveats. 
Every response assists the overall research, even if 
customised analyses for your organisation cannot be 
produced for any reason.

Please join us
Integrity@WERQ has already attracted much 
participation, and official support, because of the sheer 
importance of these issues for organisations today. We 
know organisations with strong integrity processes, 
including for whistleblowing about wrongdoing, are at 
an advantage from the information they gain to address 
risks such as fraud, corruption, compliance failures and 
risks to clients and consumers.

We also know good processes allow these risks to be 
identified and dealt with earlier, reduce the need for 
external whistleblowing, and help protect reputations and 
public confidence in business and government alike.

We hope you will join us, and help identify how your 
organisation and others can achieve these benefits – 
for your own sake, and for society as a whole.

A. J. Brown

Professor of Public Policy and Law 
Centre for Governance and Public Policy 
Griffith University, Brisbane, Australia

Project Leader,  
Integrity@WERQ & Whistling While They Work 2
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HOW TO ORDER YOUR RESULTS

This table outlines minimum and maximum costs of ordering your customised Integrity@WERQ 
results, depending on the size of your organisation. Go to our website to download the latest 
full Schedule of Services, detailing all the costs – as well as the discounts that apply for public 
agencies and not-for-profit organisations or charities.

Service Description Availability & Cost

Your organisation’s participation in the research including 
administration, fielding and data collection

FREE

A copy of our report presenting the overall (aggregated) findings 
and recommendations from Integrity@WERQ

FREE

Analysis Report(s) – Customised analyses to know how your 
organisation compares on any or all of the following key results*:

When available

Cost (ex GST)

Minimum 
10–100 

employees

Maximum 
5000+ 

employees

Report service fee**: $ 1,500

1.0 How strong are your whistleblowing processes? 
The strength of your organisation’s processes for 
responding to integrity and wrongdoing concerns, as 
measured by our first stage Survey of Processes & 
Procedures, scored on three dimensions.

AVAILABLE NOW!
+ $ 0 

(included in above 
report service fee)

2.0 Integrity, culture & responses to wrongdoing in your 
organisation – Your WERQ survey results in 8 key areas, 
including our 6 indicators of process performance.

30 days from end of 
your organisation’s 

data collection
+ $ 1,500 + $ 4,500

2.1 Analysis comparing the above results against other 
organisations

60 days from end of 
all data collection + $ 1,000 + $ 3,000

3.0 How are your processes performing? 30 days from end of 
your organisation’s 

data collection
+ $ 1,500 + $ 4,500

4.0 Strengthening your processes – where to focus? 
Key factors important for explaining organisations’ ratings 
on the 6 Integrity@WERQ indicators of process performance

30 days from end of 
your organisation’s 

data collection
+ $ 1,500 + $ 4,500

4.1 Analysis of the extent to which the most significant factors 
are shared with other organisations or unique to your 
organisation

60 days from end of 
all data collection + $ 1,000 + $ 3,000

5.0 Discussion and recommendations specific to your 
organisation

Negotiable + $ 1,500 + $ 4,500

5.1 A Powerpoint slide pack containing your key results Negotiable + $ 1,500

5.2 An in-person (virtual or face-to-face) presentation of key 
results and analysis by a leading member of the project team

Negotiable
+ $ 3,000 

plus travel etc costs

Please Note:
*  All results and analyses are subject to data availability (including whether participation and response rates guarantee no 

individual respondent can be identified).

**  A report service fee applies to each report ordered after Report 1.0 i.e. if organisational results 2.0, 3.0 or 4.0 are required 
separately (earlier) than the benchmarking only available after the end of all data collection, a further report service fee will apply 
for each additional report.

***  The current target end date for all data collection in this cycle of Integrity@WERQ is 31 August 2017 but may be subject to change.

**** Cost estimates may be subject to change. Check our website for the latest schedule of services. 
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To order results from Integrity@WERQ, simply go to our website, download the 
Schedule and complete a work order for the analyses your organisation wants. 
Standard Griffith University terms of business apply.

We can provide your first analysis (1.0. How strong are your whistleblowing 
processes?) either from your existing data, or as soon as we receive it – and give 
you a full proposal for the remaining analyses, to confirm before we proceed.

Remember, some of the most important analyses, benchmarking your results, will 
only be available when all the Integrity@WERQ data is in. But by ordering early, 
you can help us plan the delivery of your reports.

GRIFFITH UNIVERSITY “TERMS OF BUSINESS” Integrity@WERQ – Proposal
Service Fee/Payment TermsAll monetary amounts specified in this Agreement are exclusive of Goods and Services Tax (“GST”).  GST will be payable 

by You on the Service Fee.  You agree to pay Griffith in addition to the Service Fee an amount on account of GST.  

Griffith agrees to provide You with all necessary invoices or other documentation in such form and detail as is necessary 

to enable or assist You to claim or verify any input tax credit, set off, rebate or refund in relation to any GST payable in 

relation to the Service.Unless more frequent payment intervals are specified in the Work Order, Griffith will provide You with a valid tax invoice 

upon completion of the Service.  You must pay the Service Fee in accordance with the Work Order. Invoices will be 

payable within 30 days.  Send remittance advice to: pfsreceiving@griffith.edu.au.
Additional ServicesIf You require any additional services to those set out in the Proposal, they will be provided to you in a new Proposal and 

the provision of any additional services will be subject to Griffith University’s Terms of Business.
Intellectual PropertyIntellectual Property in all Project Material vests in Griffith immediately upon its creation.
The Service and provision of the Service will not affect the ownership of Intellectual Property in any Existing Material.  You

grant Griffith a non-exclusive, world-wide, royalty free licence (including the right to sub-license) to use, reproduce, adapt, 

modify and communicate Your Existing Material for the purpose of providing the Services.
All necessary copyright and other Intellectual Property rights and permissions must be obtained before You introduce any 

Third Party Material into the Project Material.Griffith grants You a perpetual, irrevocable, non-exclusive, world-wide, royalty free licence (including the right to sub-

licence) to use, reproduce, adapt, modify, communicate and exploit the Project Material and Griffith’s Existing Material 

(but only to the extent that  Griffith’s Existing Material is incorporated into the Project Material).

Confidential InformationA Party must not, without the prior written consent of the other Party, disclose any Confidential Information of the other 

Party to a third party.  In giving written consent to the disclosure of Confidential Information, a Party may impose such 

conditions as it thinks fit, and the other Party agrees to comply with those conditions.
The obligations on each Party for this Project will not be taken to have been breached to the extent that Confidential 

Information of the other Party is: disclosed by a Party to its legal or financial advisors and its employees and the Party’s 

employees, on a need to know basis, solely in order to comply with the obligations, or to exercise rights, according to 

these terms and conditions; authorised or required by law to be disclosed; or in the public domain otherwise than due to 

breach of these terms and conditions.Protection of Personal InformationThe Parties agree and acknowledge that if the Existing Material or Project Material contains Personal Information each 

must comply with the Information Privacy Act 2009 (Qld) and any other relevant privacy laws (including the Privacy Act 

1988 (Cth)).  If either Party becomes aware of a breach or suspected breach of any such laws, they shall immediately 

notify the other Party.Indemnity
To the extent permitted by law and except as set out in the Agreement, Griffith excludes all terms, conditions, warranties, 

undertakings or representations (whether express, implied, statutory or otherwise) in relation to the Service and provision 

of the Service and subject to A) and B) below, Griffith’s total liability to You in respect of any loss or damage however 

caused in connection with the Service is limited to the amount paid by You to Griffith in respect of the Service at the date 

that the loss or damage arose.A) Subject to B), the liability of Griffith arising under or in connection with this Agreement shall exclude any liability for loss 

of profit, revenue, goodwill, data, business opportunities, anticipated savings and damage to reputation as well as any 

liability which was not reasonably foreseeable given the facts and circumstances known to the Parties as at the date 

of this Agreement.  Griffith is also not liable for any indirect or consequential loss.
B) Where any Act of Parliament implies in this Agreement any term, condition or warranty and avoids or prohibits the 

exclusion or modification of or avoidance of liability under such term, condition or warranty, Griffith's liability for any 

breach of the term, condition or warranty will be limited at Griffith's option to supplying the Service again or paying 

the cost of having the Service provided again.Special ConditionsNil

EXAMPLE O
NLY 

2	

	
2.1 Analysis comparing the above results (2.0) against other organisations, using the same three 

benchmarks (1.0). 

Note: Organisations will usually only wish to have analysis 2.0 once analysis 2.1 is also available, 

but analysis 2.0 is nevertheless available earlier if desired as shown above. 

60 days from end of 

all data collection*** 

or 30 days from your order 

(if later) 
 

+ $ 1,000 + $ 3,000 
 

3.0 How are your processes performing? 

How your reporting or ‘speak up’ processes are performing when compared to the 6 indicators of 

process performance mentioned above – by examining relationships between the relative strength 

of your processes and impacts and outcomes actually experienced by managers and staff (WERQ). 

30 days from end of your 

organisation’s data 

collection, or from your 

order (if later) 

+ $ 1,500 + $ 4,500 

 

4.0 Strengthening your processes – where to focus? 

Testing for the different key factors most important for explaining organisations’ ratings on the 6 

Integrity@WERQ indicators of process performance – allowing you to identify which factors might 

be the most important for you to address: 

1. Aspects of ethical culture and/or climate 

2. Standard of ethical leadership 

3. Other managerial skills and attributes (e.g. people orientation, moral self-efficacy) 

4. Levels of compassion / responsibility towards staff who raise concerns 

5. Managerial knowledge and training 

6. Employment conditions and factors (e.g. workload, job satisfaction, turnover intentions) 

7. Other organisational conditions or pressures 

30 days from end of your 

organisation’s data 

collection, or from your 

order (if later) 

+ $ 1,500 + $ 4,500 

 

4.1 
Analysis of the extent to which the most significant factors (4.0) are also shared with other 

organisations (using the same benchmarks as at 1.0) or unique to your organisation. 

60 days from end of 

all data collection*** 

or 30 days from your order 

(if later) 

+ $ 1,000 + $ 3,000 
 

5.0 Discussion and recommendations specific to your organisation 

Negotiable 

+ $ 1,500 

(approx – subject 

to discussion) 

+ $ 4,500 

(approx – subject 

to discussion) 
 

5.1 
A PowerPoint slide pack containing your key results (up to a maximum of 15 slides) 

Note: Analyses above include relevant graphics, but not in presentation format. 

Negotiable 
+ $ 1,500 

 

5.2 
An in-person (virtual or face-to-face) presentation of key results and analysis 

by a leading member of the project team 

Negotiable 

+ $ 3,000 

plus travel etc costs 
 

 
Please Note: 

* All results and analyses are subject to data availability (including whether participation and response rates guarantee no individual respondent can be identified). 

** The report service fee applies to each report ordered after Report 1.0 i.e. if organisational results 2.0, 3.0, or 4.0 are required separately (earlier) than the benchmarking only 

available after the end of all data collection, a further report service fee will apply for each additional report. 

*** The current target end date for all data collection in this cycle of Integrity@WERQ is 31 August 2017 but may be subject to change. 

Discounts: A discount of 25% applies for public sector entities, and 50% for not-for-profit entities, for all analyses/services other than any report service fee(s). 

 

 

GRIFFITH UNIVERSITY (ABN 78 106 094 461)

170 Kessels Road, Nathan, QLD, 4111

Ref: Click here to insert Internal reference

[DATE]

Business Name

ABN
Business address

Phone Number

Email

Attention:

Dear Sir/Madam
Integrity@WERQ Analysis Report Proposal

Thank you for your Work Order of [insert date] for the following reports and analyses resulting from 

your organisation’s participation in the Whistling While They Work 2 project, including its 

Integrity@WERQ phase.

[If Report 1.0 ordered:] Please find attached a copy of your [first] report.  A report service fee for your 

[first] report will be provided to you under separate cover by our finance department.

[If further report(s) ordered:] On behalf of Professor A J Brown, we are pleased to submit this Proposal 

based on the Work Order received.  Based on what you requested, our assessment of your data, and 

your type and size of organisation, our pricing is as follows: 

Services

Estimated Service 

Fee
($ ex GST)

Integrity@WERQ Analysis Report including:

1.0 How strong are your whistleblowing processes

[Nil if with this letter]

2.0 Integrity, culture & responses to wrongdoing in your organisation

2.1 Integrity, culture & responses to wrongdoing – compared*

3.0 How are your processes performing

4.0 Strengthening your processes – where to focus

4.1 Where to focus – compared*

5.0 Discussion and recommendations

5.1 Graphics (PowerPoint up to 15 slides)

5.2
In-person results presentation --

• Location:

• Approximate date:

6.0
Report services fee(s) – $1500 if Report 1.0 not provided, and a further 

$1500 for each additional report (*e.g. if 2.0, 3.0 or 4.0 results required prior to 

final report containing 2.1 or 4.1 results)

7.0 Other services Subtotal (‘Estimated Service Fee’)

Less Public/NFP Discount (if applicable)

‘Estimated Service Fee’
GST
Total

50% to be invoiced upon receipt of acceptance of this proposal

Balance due upon delivery of final report

EX
AM

PL
E 

ONLY
 

Integrity@WERQ – Schedule of Services current at 3 May 2017 
This schedule sets out the range of customised analyses on offer to organisations participating in the WWTW2 / Integrity@WERQ research.  See our website and 

brochure for a full description. To estimate the total cost, add up the numbers in the applicable ‘Cost’ column(s) for the analyses/services you require, and apply any discount mentioned in the 

notes below. 
To order and/or receive our full cost proposal, download the Work Order from our website (www.whistlingwhiletheywork.edu.au), select your preferred analyses, 

and email it back to us at WWTWadmin@griffith.edu.au. 

Service Description 

Availability & Cost 
Your organisation’s participation in the research including administration, fielding and data collection via 

the online WERQ survey(s) 

FREE 

A copy of our report presenting the overall (aggregated) findings and recommendations from 

Integrity@WERQ 

FREE 

Analysis Report(s) 
Customised analyses to know how your organisation compares 
on any or all of the following key results*: 

When available 
Cost (ex GST) Tick to 

include in 
full cost 
proposal 

Minimum 
(10-100 

employees) 

Maximum 
(5000+ 

employees) 

Report service fee**: 

 
$ 1,500 ü 

1.0 How strong are your whistleblowing processes? The strength of your organisation’s processes for responding to integrity and wrongdoing concerns, 

as measured by our first stage Survey of Processes & Procedures, scored on three dimensions: 

1. Advice, awareness & training 2. Reporting & investigation processes 3. Risk assessment, support & protection. Against three benchmarks: a. All participating organisations b. All organisations of similar size c. All organisations in the most relevant jurisdiction or industry 
 

AVAILABLE NOW! + $0 (included as part of above report service fee)  

2.0 Integrity, culture & responses to wrongdoing in your organisation 
Your WERQ survey results in 8 key areas, including our 6 indicators of process performance (3-8): 

1. Key aspects of your organisation’s ethical culture and climate 
2. Standard of ethical leadership in your organisation 3. Awareness and knowledge of your reporting / ‘speak up’ processes 
4. Staff trust and confidence in your organisation’s responsiveness to concerns 
5. Recent/current levels of reporting, silence or other action in response to actual wrongdoing 

concerns in your organisation 6. Investigation rates and outcomes for internally reported concerns 
7. Quality of responses to internally reported wrongdoing 
8. Support, treatment and welfare of staff who have raised wrongdoing concerns. 

 

30 days from end of your organisation’s data collection, or from your order (if later) 
+ $ 1,500 + $ 4,500  
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Dr Nerisa Dozo  
Survey & Business Manager 
Integrity@WERQ 
Griffith Business School 
Griffith University 
Brisbane, Australia

+61 (0)7 3735 9738 
WWTWadmin@griffith.edu.au

Dr A J Brown 
Professor of Public Policy and Law 
Project Leader, Integrity@WERQ / Whistling While They Work 2 
Centre for Governance and Public Policy 
Griffith University 
Brisbane, Australia

a.j.brown@griffith.edu.au

www.whistlingwhiletheywork.edu.au 
Follow us on  WhistlingWTW 

CONTACTS


